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THE PROJECT

Additional space up to a maximum of 37,500 GSF for Phase 2 of the Space Dynamics Laboratory facility located on the Innovation Campus at a cost not to exceed $12 million.

Phase 2 includes new space for offices, electronics and computer testing laboratories, computer server rooms, conference rooms, and a marketing board room.
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THE PROJECT

No funds will be requested from the State for operations and maintenance.

Project funded with proceeds from bonds issued under USU’s existing Research Revenue System and will be repaid with funds generated from recovered research overhead.
Blue Square Housing Complex
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Located adjacent to the Logan campus, directly across from the Maverik Stadium. The facility adds 92 student apartment units with 255 beds and a modest amount of commercial space currently used for restaurants.

Fair market value for the complex is $20 million
Blue Square Housing Complex

THE COMPLEX

No funds will be requested from the State for operations and maintenance.

The complex will be funded with proceeds from bonds issued under USU’s existing Housing Revenue System and will be repaid with funds generated from housing rental revenues.
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